By the 1890s Black's and
Cowal cemeteries were nearly
filled and it became clear a
new cemetery was needed to
serve Dutton and surrounding
area. The municipality
purchased centrally-located,
sandy land from Daniel
Graham in 1896, with the
municipal council under reeve
A. J. Leitch as its manager.
When ideas for a name were
requested, Mrs. Meredith
Conn suggested "Fairview,"
which was accepted. Plots
were then sold for five dollars
and holders were responsible
for their own plot's upkeep.
The first recorded burial was
the son of reeve A. J. Leitch in
1896.

Fairview Cemetery's
foundation as a municipal
burial ground continued the
tradition of the largest Dutton
Dunwich cemeteries being
secular. However, like the
others, the earliest stones are
reflective of early residents'
Scottish roots and settlement
patterns that saw whole
communities relocated from
the mother country,
principally Argyleshire,
Kintyre.
Today, Fairview remains the
municipality's largest and
most active cemetery with
burials reflecting the
community's increasingly
diverse religious and cultural
demographic.
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Harry Bateman Blue

McNeil

Harry died in January 1919 at
age 22. According to newspaper
records, his young death was
caused by pneumonia as a result
of Spanish Influenza, which
disproportionately claimed the
lives of young and healthy
people worldwide when the
pandemic ravaged the world
from 1918-1919. At the time of
his passing, Harry was a single
farmer who lived in Dutton.

At first glance this marker
appears to have a mourning
dove resting on top- look closely
and you'll see it's part of the
stone.

Note the footing marker just in
front of the headstone: "Harry".

The use of birds on grave
markers symbolizes the freedom
of the spirit. A bird in flight
represents a soul free from its
body. The dove is used in
Christianity to represent peace
and the Holy Spirit.

McIntyre
This stone marks the final
resting place of little Velma,
daughter of John and Jessie,
proprietors of the infamous
McIntyre House hotel. She was
just 15 months old at her time of
death in 1896 as a result of
sudden convulsions. Atop her
stone is a large, unusual sphere
shape carved in granite. In
tombstone iconography, the
sphere is often the symbol of a
soul waiting for resurrection.

McMillan
This elaborate black granite
stone marks the final resting
place of John and Mary
McMillan. It indicates that they
had come to Dutton from
Kintyre, Argyleshire, Scotland.
How many other stones in the
cemetery can you find with this
inscription? Do you notice any
common names? Are there any
carvings or symbols unique to
stones with these inscriptions?

Leitch
Three children's graves are
marked by this stone: Neil,
Thomas, and Mary Bell. All died
within less than two weeks in
January 1897. According to the
Dutton Advance, the family was
struck by diptheria croup. The
paper first reported the deaths
of Neil and Thomas, with the
rest of the children expected to
recover, but ten year-old Mary
Bell suffered a relapse and sadly
could not be saved.

Hugh McMillan
This carved granite stone
commemorates a prominent
local couple. According to the
Dutton Advance, Hugh and a
group of local men shipped cattle
to Toronto, riding along in the
train's caboose, which was struck
head-on by another train while
they were sleeping. The impact
was so strong that Hugh's body
was flung into the road below. He
was very well-known in Dutton
and his tragic death was a shock
to the community.

